LISTEN & LEARN WITH ADAM STERN

The Oregon Coast Music Association & Coos Bay Public Library Foundation present a new virtual event, Listen and Learn with Adam Stern!

This very special event brings together moving classical music and an educational lecture from conductor Adam Stern so you can enjoy the themes, stories, and secrets composers code into the notes of some of the most beautiful music ever written.

Due to the pandemic, we are unable to hold the event in our traditional fashion but that will not stop us from bringing the grandeur and beauty of music to you! You can participate in this free event in a multitude of ways:

- View the video from the website by visiting https://www.oregoncoastmusic.org or listen to the podcast on Spotify!
- You can also head to Oregon Coast Music Association’s YouTube Channel or by visiting the Coos Bay Library’s YouTube channel.

Check back on the 2nd Wednesday of each month, from February to June, for more fun and educational episodes of this 5-part series!
DID YOU KNOW?

**CURRENT BUILDING FAQ**

**Let’s talk about leaks.** As the building continually shifts, the roof also moves opening up new paths for water to enter the building. The roof had a new coating applied in 2017 but leaks, both new and old, continue to appear because of the building movement. Parts of the ceiling have come down as a result of the leaking. It is not uncommon for staff to need to take measures to protect office equipment and library materials from the leaking, most commonly by placing tarps or trash bins in the areas where leaks are most problematic.

To find out more about this issue and the other critical issues the library is current faced with, please visit coosbaylibrary.org > About > Current Building FAQs.